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black militant would bother to quibble
about

Ideally, I believe, a segregated black
studies "school" would be unnecessary;
there would be only the first type of
program integrated both racially and in
terms of fitting into the total University
program, contributing to the education of
both white and black students. But since
we live in a far-from-id- world, and
since white people created the conditions

without work provisions) for more black
students, or at least to provide more
work-stud- y funds for students who can
manage to take a less-than-fu- ll- .

course-loa- d. Tuition might be suspended
altogether for in-sta- te students (both
white and black) whose parents earned
below a specified amount of money.
Admissions should be on the basis of high
school records for black students. Since
the University already provides remedial,
courses for many of its white freshmen, &'
one-ye- ar "grace" period for black"
ctnHontc wnulH mprplv extend the- -University Has Much

To Learn From
Last Night's Trouble

"Black students . . . are
seeking . . . a bachelor9 s de-

gree, the ticket to white Es-

tablishment success . . . iVot

overthrow of the system."

which militate against black students
moving easily into college life, perhaps we
need first to try out a black separatist
program. Perhaps it is necessary to pass
through a Jocobin period "before" a
moderate, compromise program begins to
look attractive to all sides.

Finally, the obvious, again these and
other black programs need money to
back them up. To admit more black
students. To provide scholarships (ideally

scoff
I:--

remedial concept.
As for a black dormitory (and other --

social matters), surely there can be some
de facto agreement without burning a '
university down to get it or to stop I

someone from getting it. Resegregating
dormitories doesn't strike me as a very
happy notion, but if black students really
want it, surely the housing office which
always has managed to keep white
students who don't want black,
roommates from getting them can insure --

that black students who don't want white '.

roommates won't get them. (Here the:
problem is the Federal civil rights acts.) --

The spinning off of black student fees, as
suggested earlier, might create nasty
precedents for precedent-consciou- s

student government, but it ought to be
possible, at least on a one-yea- r trial basis.
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To Happiness
This is untrue, as we will continue
to dish out the normal color series
at a rate the Duke basketball ticket
line can't match.

At this point I would like to
compliment your efforts at creating
a large-scal- e communications gap
between yourselves and tke-student- s.

Dailv I hear comments
along the, line of, "That officer
talks like he has a mouthful of
cracker jacks. It s music to my
ears. It is mandatory (sorry,
necessary) that no student know
that the ticket office looks like, a

lenover irom ine iew iorK
garbage strike. We must have total
FEAR to exist.

Last week I hired 25 students to
help cope with the mounting ticket
problem. We had just reduced the
backlog to 48,762 when some
SSOC member turned on a fan.
Then students quit, and I hope to
hire a new group soon.

Meanwhile, through extensive
discussions with the Chancellor, we
have come across an exciting new
plan which will surely be fun for
everyone involved. We have decided
to change the parking zones
weekly. You will each receive the
only copies of the new zoning
regulations, and I expect your
ticket production to skyrocket.

Finally, there will be a class held
next week in Decipherable Ticket
Writing. I expect you all to attend.

coopting, not radicalizing, black students.
They should be flattered that black
students consider a college degree so
essential to their lives.

On the fourth point, since the faculty
already has demonstrated its
responsiveness to the need for an
academic Afro-Americ- an Studies Program
cutting across disciplinary lines, I won't
go into detail on such a program. It
would, presumably, have the status of
other cross-disciplina-ry (e.g., Latin
American Studies) under the university's
general direction, with the ? taff selected
by the departments in the customary
way without regard to RACE AND
both white and black students admitted
to classes. From the University's .

viewpoint, this would be a relatively
"cheap" payoff a "program" name and a
few more salaries but also one with
definite academic benefits in several
disciplines.

The rub comes when black students
demand abeyance of normal academic
requirements, control over a black studies
program, and exclusion of whites from
faculty or student enrollment. Although
there is the unfortunate precedent of
ROTC programs-schools-w- i

thin-schoo- ls most universities are
unlikely to fully accredit programs over
which they have no control as to facilty,
content, students, and conformity to
university norms. It's just not going to
happen.

So, how to accommodate black
student demands for insulation for
academic protection within their own
program and for social segregation with
what can conceivably be granted by
universities? Separate from this integrated
program, then, could not the University
establish a black-an- d, social-and-academ- ic

"umbrella" program for black students.
The director of such a "school" could be
named by the university, with black
students being given veto power over the
initial selection, and the director free to
name his own staff. Whereas black
students admitted to the "regular"

: University programs would be required to
--imeet University requirements after,

; perhaps, a one-yea- r "grace" period in
which remedial courses could be taken
and courses, once failed, could be
re-tak- en black students in this separate
"school" would be permitted perhaps an
additional year before being required to
take a full load of "regular" University

5 courses and meet University grad?
requirements.

The "umbrella" Afro-Americ- an

"school" could seive as both (1) a black
student union couldn't student

" government appropriate black students'
share of student fees to suclra "school"
for black social activities? and (2) an
insulated "transitional" academic
program for black students in unfamiliar
"white-middle-clas- s" surroundings. An
alternative to the "transitional" notion
would be to permit black students to
major in this separate black
school-within-a-scho- ol, and at the end of
a given period, be awarded a Certificate
rather than a degree. (Like, fun example,
certificates given in area studies or
government service at several graduate
schools.)

This would present black students with
three alternatives: (1) the
black-is-beautif- ul road, through their
own, heavily-insulate- d program, taking as
many of the "regular", "white
university" courses as they found useful
and necessary and finishing with a
Certificate in Afro-America- n Studies; (2)

I beginning in the Separatist program and
moving into a regular degree program
after a year or two of acculturation to a
university; or (3) the "mainstream"
middle class white road, where traditional
academic work (B.A.) prepares graduates
for graduate work or business

. careers although here, after a "grace"
year, blacks would have to play the same
(grades and requirements) games
everyone else plays.

There might be objection to alternative
on from black militants saying they were
being offered a second-clas- s "Certificate"
program, not "fully-accredited- ." But if
one is going to condemn the SAT
entrance requirements of universities as
dominated by white, middle-clas- s

values-whic- h is correct-an- d if one claims
that the grading, teaching, and training is
geared to white people and white
institutions, then one must go a step
further and view the B.A. itself as an
"upper middle-clas- s white" degree, too,
and thus not something which a left-win- g

As of press time for the Daily
Tar Heel, UNC had narrowly
averted some major trouble as a
result of the Lenoir Hall employees
grievances.

UNC was fortunate not to have
had any trouble. Hopefully there
will not be anything as tense and
critical as that of last night.
However, if this is to be the case
the University must learn a few
lessons from last night.

The first lesson comes from the
tactics that some white radicals
used that are rather controversial
and not necessarily the most
rational that they might have used.
However, that is not the question
that should be raised. The question
to be raised is why the students had
to rely on these tactics. They had
to rely on these tactics because the
management has repeatedly refused
to treat the workers with any
dignity and refused to show any
concern for their situation.

The workers tried going through
legitimate channel and got
nowhere. As a result, they walked
off the job. Following that the
University Food Service
management has continued to
ignore them or double deal with
them.' 0,n. the Sunday night. of the
Pine. Room --workers' walkout the
management promised a meeting
with them to discuss their
grievances. They promised to have,
at that meeting, the back records of
the workers, which workers alleged
would show the validity of many of
their grievances, particularly those
concerning overtime pay. The
workers got their meeting the next
day but the management did not
show up their with their back
records. One promise broke. After
that the management told the
workers several more times that
they would get their records and
produce them at a meeting. Each
time there was some little
"hang-up-" that prevented them
from producing the record.

The management has repeatedly
treated the workers in this way, as
if the workers were back inthe 19th
century working for an industrial
baron.

This treatment of workers, who
were already making, in many
cases, below the poverty line wages,
who had no chance of
advancement, and who were
allegedly being cheated out of their
due wages, angered many of the
white radicals to the point where,
since Monday, they had begun
using stall tactics in the food line
service.

A second lesson concerns the use
of police in this case. All during the
afternoon campus police were on

ooSell
52,537 Tickets

MEMORANDUM FROMiTraffic Office
TO: Campus Police Officers

;.. As of Friday, February 28th, the
Traffic Office had 52,537 parking
tickets which had not been filed.

We are well aware that this
number means that every car on
campus should have been sent
home three tickets ago, but I want
to. assure you that your efforts to
increase this number will be paid'
well under the usual pro-ratin- g

system we've agreed upon.
I would like to squelch a couple

of rumors. First, Mrs. Smith was not
suffocated to death when 40,000 of
the unfiled tickets fell of a top
shelf. She died in a flash fire which
destroyed an additional 80,000
tickets last week.

Secondly, I am not in danger of
being fired just because we have
been unable to reduce the
car-parki- ng space ration by
accelerated ticketing. On the
contrary, the total lack of money
received weekly for the 5800 cars
ticketed has crippled the parking
committee's ability to accomplish
anything.

Thirdly, we are not considering
adding a new ticket for those who
have no intention of paying,
anyhow. There have been rumors
that we would add a new color to
our red, yellow and blue color
line perhaps flaming chartreuse.

JIM CLOTFELTER
Former DTH Editor

On the subject of universities and how
to keep them from being torn apart by
racial tensions and by Chicago-styl- e

mini-clas- s war fare (between the

and the
up

In this piece, which eventually gets
around to outlining some concrete
actions this University can take, I will be
reminding university people of things
most of them already know but may have
temporarily forgotten under pressure of
repeated pious declarations about the
noble purposes of academic institutions:

(1) To repeat the obvious, Chancellor
Sitterson and the University should
act if they are going to act at all while
movement is still possible: before a latent
crisis breaks onto the front pages, before
the chancellor's options are burned
behind him by trustees, legislators,
television commentators, and militants.

(2) Instituting programs (e.g.,
Afro-America- n Studies) out of
expediency and concern for
non-academ- ic societal needs, rather than
according to abstract and unbending
academic guidelines, is nothing new for
universities.

(3) Black demands at universities
across the nation are not, revolutionary
because black students themselves, by
and large, are not revoluntionary. They
are seeking what? Overthrow of the
system? No. A bachelors degree, the
ticket to white Establishment success.

(4) As a variation on programs already
discussed, let me propose TWO
Afro-America- n Studies Programs: (A) an
integrated, permanent,
regularly-accredite- d "academic" program,

"Black demands at univer-

sities across the nation are

not revolutionary . .,

instituted because there are legitimate
academic questions to be pursued in
various disciplines under the rubric ,

"black studies;" and (B) a black-ru- n

Afro-Americ- an "School" offering a,
transitional protective "umbrella" both
social and academic for black students
within the University. This "school" ;

would be instituted solely because (And
IF) black students want it, and would be ;

discontinued whenever black students no
longer needed it. . iivc i

Point number one above is a truism: if
an administrator's latitude for action is
not utilized before a crisis, it is unlikely
to be utilized under the constraint of
crisis. Duke's administration warned
militants that confrontation would bring
in repressive outside forces (e.g., cops and
trustees), and of course it did, but it is
the University that suffers thereby. In the
pre-cris- is stage, a chancellor's most
immediate constituency, his faculty, may
have considerable influence on his
decisions although Sitterson has not so
far followed his faculty's lead on this
matter. But faculty influence relative,
say, to trustees becomes much reduced
after blacks take over a building.

Point number two needs defending,
since faculty and administrators are prone
to pass resolutions and make speeches
which are heavy on "principles" and
neglect the acheal nature of university
decision-makin- g. Ideally, perhaps,
universities would be purely "academic"
institutions (whatever that term means), a
decisions as to what programs to be
included and excluded could be made by
reference to an absolute standard of
academic integrity. But American
universities have never been so isolated
and unsullied. They have never been
"ivory towers." They always have served
perceived societal needsdemands.

Look at the course catalogue: nursing,
journalism, the whole range of medical
and dental trade skills, the whole range of
business skills, computer programming,
physical education, social work not to
mention military science (ROTC) courses
which are given academic credit and
taught by officers whose appointments
are beyond the university's traditional
control. The primary difference between
the institutional representatives who first
demanded that universities teach courses
in, say, accounting and journalism, and
black students who demand courses in
black studies, is that the former group (1)
used the telephone rather than taking
over the administration building, and (2)
usually helped to subsidize the new
program, in return for the training of
business recruits.

On the third point, black students
across the country have sought programs
under which they could live and study at
universities with greater pride and less
loneliness goals which no one would
begrudge them. But they also have sought
establishment of black-controlle- d

prt0fams so that they could avoid failing
out of the loved hated universities, and
get their B.A.S.

What is a B.A. but a ticket to a
corporate (or academic, or other
institutional) junior management
position? Surely the academic
Establishment can find some way to
accommodate students who so
desperately want "in". Conservative
administrators should be intent upon

the scene taking pictures of the
persons who were stalling in line.
This should not have been done. If
what they were doing was wrong
they should have been told so at
the time. The taking of motion
pictures only served to intimidate
the persons in the line in a way that
increased their hatred for those
persons in the Administration
whom they perceive to have a hand
in the affair.

Another mistake was made by
police when they allowed a hefty
student, over six foot tall and over
200 pounds, punch one of the
persons in the line who weighs less
than 130 pounds. This was done in
full view of a policeman who was'
less than ten feet away. This
happened a second time and
nothing was done by the police.
This reaction on their part only
serve to embolden the students who
are opposed to the boycott and
only serve to increase the ire of the
boycott supporters who were left
with the feeling that if the
anti-boycotte- rs have the right to
use force so brazenly then they too
have that right.

A third crucial factor was the
behavior of one of the white-coll- ar

employees of Lenoir Hall, who is as
yet unidentified. .Early in the day
he told two white girls who were
stalling in line: "You look like you
want to sleep with a nigger boy
tonight." Later on, when the
anti-boyco- tt whites were pushing
the crowd of boycott-sympathize- rs

out of the hall this man was in the
thick of it yelling for the students
to "push them on out," only
helping to increase the tension and
possibility of further violence. This
type of behavior on the part of a
member of the management of
Lenoir Hail only serves to validate
the criticisms of the black
employees of some of the managers
who refuse to address them
respectfully and who tell them,
when they complain about their
paychecks, that "you made enough
to get drunk on."

It is extremely unfortunate that
the racial situation on campus has
come to this point. Hopefully, it
will go no further. The
Administration, if it is concerned
about preventing this situation
from degenerating further, should
begin to act on some of the obvious
lessions to be learned from the
lesson of last night.

One thing is for sure. The
University can no longer ignore, as
it has done for so long, the many
grievances of the employees of the
University Food Service. That, we
hope, the Administration has
learned.

The speaker was none other than
CO. Pearson, a Durham attorney
and a proud black.

That warning will lead many to
classify him as an Uncle Tom. But,
in fact, CO. Pearson has been out
there in the thick of civil rights
battles since 1932.

His credentials as a black and as a
civil rights veteran don't necessarily
make Mr. Pearson right. But they
ought to make him somewhat less
suspect than, say. North Carolina's
Attorney General.

Who knows, maybe a couple
of our campus militants will even
believe him.
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From The Chapel Hill Weekly

Last week at a conference on the
North Carolina College campus, this
warning was issued:

"You can put it down in your
book and don't forget it, the
institutions are going to be run by
the trustees. You can protest, and
maybe make some needed changes,
but they are going to end up
running the schools, and if you
don't like it you can get out."

The speaker was not Governor
Robert Scott. It was not a

spokesman for the white
establishment. It was not a member
of the North Carolina College
administration.


